
Display your favorites with Z shelving modules in an exciting and elegant way. Beautifully 
proportions and simple geometry celebrates the Nordic design. The edges are nicely rounded 
to give the furniture a soft and classic style. Unexpected storage that suits all spaces in your 
home.  

The Z modules can be turned and hanged in two ways, so the tiers create a nice pattern. The 
shelves can be used as a single or you can make your own shape with several Z cubes – the 
perfect furniture to be creative with. With Z, it is easy to change the styling in your home, just 
change the decoration and you get a new feeling. It is a furniture with timeless elegance. 
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Multi function
The Z cubes can be turned in two ways to 
create a nice pattern. The wall fixings are 
adjustable to facilitate hanging the shelves side 
by side. The shelf also comes with four 
adjustable feet and can be placed on the floor.

Design your wall
Z is a shelf module with endless possibilities. Choose to 
have only one shelf, a full wall or make your own creative 
patterns. 

Design by: tenzo design studio 
The team of tenzo design studio always works closely 
together with the production to make sure that each piece 
is designed to fully benefit from the skills and capacity of 
our production facility in Sweden. There are no middle 
hands or compromises that change the design from its 
original idea.

Assembled
The Z cube is one of tenzo’s more exclusive 
product and is delivered assembled to our 
customers. Just attach the furniture to the 
wall and start decorating and design your 
home.
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